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Bloss Landscape Architecture was founded in 1998 on the belief
that diverse perspectives—primarily of different disciplines—are
integral to great design. As a firm committed to learning and
growing, our definition of diversity has evolved, and is inspiring
us to build a more equitable and inclusive culture.

COZ Y CAFE & LOUNGE

Spatial effects
The

smaller

plant

landscape

elements enhance the atmosphere
of the space and reduce visual
fatigue
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Color
The

plant

landscape

elements

are

formed into a color space, the problem
4
of unbalanced
and boring color of the

Elegant

space greatly reduced

The plant landscape elements
make the space in a better
environment
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H YAT T R E G E N C Y
BAKU

Aesthetic function
The color of the plant landscape
elements is considered together with
the main color of the space itself, the
visual attraction of the design of the
catering space can be increased by
the fusion and contrast of the two
colors

Texture
Different textures can soften the hotel
space effectively, so that primary and
secondary points in the space give the
overall comfortable visual effect

Nature
In the layout, the application of frame,
clip, and borrowing is not limited to
the framework of indoor space. The
layout mode gives people the feeling
of returning to nature

Contrast
The effect of contrast is reflected by the strength
of contrast, which is essentially against each
other. To highlight each other’s personality, but
also serve the overall effect when applied

Growth changes
Different

growth

stages

produce

different visual effects, and the visual
center of the composition plays a very
good role in beautifying the visual
environment

Rhytm
Rhythm

is

intermittent

a

regular

or

reproduction,

irregular
and

the

spatial distance in which it is repeated
is the rhythm

A ZERCELL TELEKOM

Landscaping
The site must reflect the elements
of Azerbaijan villages and should
be designed in a manner that
maintains the beauty of natural
scenery in order to achieve a
balance and harmony between the
buildings and their surroundings

Sustainable Landscape Design
The project investigates the concepts of
sustainable site design and applies those
concepts to the landscape design of
Azercell’s office park

Plants
Plants should be in harmony with
the

site’s

contrast

natural

and

topography,

respond

architectural form

to

the

S PAT I A L

Winds and precepitation

CPTED

Studying of

We use CPTED in landscaping.

A N A LY S E & R I S K

average

PREVENTION
PL ANING

seasonal winds and

precipitation

allows

control watering, fertilizing and etc.

For

design

development

and

assessment, the accurate topographic
and

land-use

maps

of

the

area

are needed in order to get better
understanding of the parameters in
the design

Natural

surveillance

designing

the

occurs

by

placement

of

physical features, activities and

RPP

people in such a way as to maximize

Establishment of Risk Prevention

visibility of the space and its users,

Planing

foundamental

fostering positive social interaction

approach in landscape design. We

among legitimate users of private

use in order to prevent possible risks

and public space

is

the

link to a trees or natural risks

Spatial Analyse

to

VILL AGE

Project
Village project was started at
2017.

The

main

goal

was

to

create landscape which contains
Azerbaijan’s old village style and
modern elements.

Plants contrast
The plants’ color and on the other
hand their’s forms were supposed
to emphasize the comfort and
hospitality

Landscaping 3D Demonstration
Scan QR Code or Click on
it to see Landscaping 3D
Demonstration
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